KITCHEN

Zerogloss is an Italian design studio and
manufacturer. Established in 2012, we turned a disused
industrial building into our workshop. With a large hall,
its high ceilings and pervasive natural light, the space
was the perfect setting to host our idea of decoration,
a mix between the fascinating aura of reclaimed
traditions and contemporary furniture.
Since then, we remained committed to a
sensitive design approach, inspired by understated
forms, honest materials and expert craftsmanship.
We add subtle interventions to shape confident, yet
gentle appearances, with the greatest attention to
details. We choose a limited range of high quality
finishes to create considered pieces that stand the
test of time, respectful of people and the environment.

zerogloss.it
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We live in an area where urban and rural fabrics
coexist in delicate balance. Working in our own
workshop and in collaboration with local small-scale
manufacturers, we endeavour to take care of this land
that holds both inspiring views and authentic crafts.

The Kitchen

The kitchens we introduce in this work result
from a series of bespoke models we have conceived
for private interiors in the past few years, now refined
in their expression and manufacturing technique.
The collection consists of four different kitchen
units in two sizes and a column, all based on a steel
structure paired with wood drawers and cabinets,
countertops and appliances. We strive to create a
design rooted in simplicity, clarity and functionality.
We seek inspiration from the industrial aesthetic of
urban and raw materials, loosened into an effortless
look. The result is a kitchen that retains a firm
appearance while combining deep and matte colours
and elegant edges in a smooth volume.
It takes center stage in the function of daily life but
unveils its nomadic spirit and distinctive identity.
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We have carefully selected for our kitchens
the appliances of Bertazzoni, an historic italian
manufacturer of beautifully designed and perfectly
engineered cooking products that combine great
usability and performance with an iconic style.

The system

The kitchen is based on a manufacturing and
assembly system that minimizes the use of materials.
Two steel frames, one front and one back, are
connected through a series of brackets with a double
function of structural fastening and support of storage
elements and appliances. At the same time, the
continuity of the front frame and the absence of visible
screws give to the piece a strong and tailored profile.
Using only steel fixings for every component,
the system avoids the use of chipboard inner structures.
With minimal waste of materials and flat-packaging, we
assure that resources and transport are used efficiently
and responsibly.
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We made it simple to assemble and disassemble
to potentially replace a worn-out piece or move the
entire kitchen in a new house and to allow an effective
separation and recycling of each part at the end of its
lifespan.

Our commitment to quality and longevity of
the products is the core of a socially conscious choice
that refuses mass consumption in favor of sustainable
solutions.
Since our inception, we have tried to keep an
attitude of respect for the environment and community,
containing, wherever possible, the effects of our
actions. We strongly believe that focusing on limited
series of thoughtfully crafted models and minimal
palettes of reusable materials, thinking about smaller
spaces and transportable structures, should be at the
heart of a responsible design process, even for
a complex system such as a kitchen.
This approach leads to consider not only
the sustainability of production, but also the impact
on the environment at the time of dismantling.
The system of our kitchens, while assuring a longlasting use through the high resistance of the steel
structure and the possibility to relocate the product,
represents the pursuit of a reversible design, where
materials are easily disassembled and endlessly reused.

Design

Reversible design, our approach
to sustainability

Collection

K192
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Kitchen 3 modules

K192

Worktop

Cement light grey

Frame

Burgundy

Drawers

Burgundy
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A three-module unit with an
asymmetrical frame that highlights
the character of a compact kitchen
equipped with the essentials.
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Collection — K192

Collection

Collection — K192
20 — 21

The steel frame matches the wood fronts in
a deep matte lacquered burgundy and supports
a stoneware top with light grey cement finish.
The kitchen works well both as a wall unit or as an
island with the back panels that outline the modules
partition. In this configuration, the unit is completed
by a Bertazzoni 3-burner gas hob and high-quality
stainless steel sink and single level tap.

Collection

Collection

Collection

K192
w. dishwasher

Worktop

Cement light grey

Frame

Anthracite blue

Drawers

Natural oak
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A kitchen with an intimate look,
gathering functions in a small space,
plus the capacity of the fully integrated
dishwasher.

Collection — K192
30 — 31

Combining the warm feel of natural oak fronts with
the plain matte surfaces of anthracite blue frame
and stoneware top, this configuration displays a
three-finish layout option, including stainless steel
sink and tap, cooking hob and dishwasher. Handles
in lacquered steel, matching the frame colour.

Collection

Collection

Collection

K255
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Kitchen 4 modules

K255

Worktop

Marble grey

Frame

Dark green

Drawers

Dark green
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A four-module kitchen that creates an
elegantly understated volume of organic
simplicity and provides several worktop
configurations.

Collection
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Collection — K255

Collection

Collection — K255
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In this configuration, the model is presented as
a cooking island equipped with 5-burner gas hob
and oven from Bertazzoni Professional Series.
The smooth dark green of wooden fronts and steel
frame and panels accents the marble grey finish
of the porcelain stoneware top, while the kitchen
appears surprisingly slender and lightweight.

Collection — K255
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In the previous page, a detail of the electric oven
framed by the steel structure with the stainless
steel contrasting the wood fronts. Control knobs
and square handle are distinguished elements of
Bertazzoni Professional Series and they perfectly
match the refined industrial look of our design.
In this page, the inside of a drawer, also in green
lacquered oak, with cutlery dividers, coming out
of the marble textured top.

Collection

K255
w. dishwasher

Worktop

Natural oak

Frame

Anthracite blue

Drawers

Natural oak
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Equally dedicated to washing and
cooking, a practical kitchen unit that
carries a close, human and familiar
approach, with an appropriate space
for working and storing.
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Collection — K255

Collection

Collection — K255
60 — 61

In these pages, the K255 model is configured with a
50 cm single bowl sink, brushed stainless steel tap,
Bertazzoni induction hob and dishwasher with sliding
door system. Clear oak veneer top and fronts fill the
anthracite blue frame and provide a pleasant tactile
experience. On the wall, an optional sheet guard in
lacquered steel. Here on the left, a large drawer with
steel sides takes advantage of the 65 cm counter
depth to offer plenty of inner space.

Collection

Collection

KC129
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Kitchen column

KC129

Frame

Anthracite blue

Drawers / Cabinets

Natural oak
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The column unit completes the
series with storage solutions and
multifunctional features that enhance
the comfort and give to the kitchen
an engaging appeal.

Collection

Collection — KC129
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The column allows to choose from a variety of
different configurations, including appliances or just
drawers and cabinets. This layout shows a Bertazzoni
45 cm oven and warming drawer on the left side and
a built-in refrigerator on the other.
The door cabinet above the oven has a reduced depth
shelf to facilitate the usability of the upper part.
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Collection — KC129

Collection

Different materials, placed side by side, form a
unique relationship and lend an impression of
detailed minimalism to the piece. The resulting
sobriety makes the kitchen adaptable to any
environment with grace and ease.

The collection consists of three and four module
kitchen units, available with or without dishwasher,
and of a two-module column.
Each model can be arranged in different
configurations with 2-drawer and 3-drawer sets
and appliances. Columns also feature door cabinets.
Worktops can be equipped with stainless steel sinks
and taps and cooking hobs.
The kitchens are free-standing and can be placed
along a wall or as an island. Set your space using a single
kitchen unit or combining several units and columns in
different configurations.
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Collection overview

Collection overview

K192

K192

The model pictured and described below
is one of the possible congurations.
Two more inspirations follow on the
opposite page. For all variants, options,
conguration limits and appliances refer
to the datasheets.

1

2

K192 / B

Specular frames allow the unit to
be assembled with the middle leg
on the right or left.

1
Bertazzoni Professional
Series 60 cm pyrolytic
built-in electric oven
LCD display
2
Bertazzoni Professional
Series 75 cm 5-burner
wok stainless steel
gas hob

Photo on pages 16—17
2

Materials
Worktop in oak veneer or porcelain stoneware.
Frames, side panels and handles in lacquered steel.
Drawers in lacquered oak veneer.

Worktop

Frame

Natural oak

Anthracite blue

Drawers

Natural oak

Cement light grey

Dark green

Anthracite blue

Marble grey

Burgundy

Dark green
Burgundy

1

2

1

2

K192 / C

K192 / A

1
Bertazzoni 60 cm
2 multi-zones
induction hob

90 cm
35,4 in

2
Bertazzoni
Professional Series
60 cm segmented
3-burner stainless
steel gas hob

65 cm / 25,5 in

192 cm / 75,5 in
1

2
Single bowl stainless
steel sink 40x40 cm in
satin nish and single
level stainless steel tap
in brushed nish

2

1

2

65 cm
25,5 in
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1
Single bowl stainless
steel sink 40x40 cm
in satin nish and
single level stainless
steel tap in brushed
nish

Collection overview

K192 w. dishwasher

K192 w. dishwasher

The model pictured and described below
is one of the possible congurations.
Two more inspirations follow on the
opposite page. For all variants, options,
conguration limits and appliances refer
to the datasheets.

1

2

3

4

K192 / B
1
Single bowl stainless
steel sink 40x40 cm in
satin nish and single
level stainless steel tap
in brushed nish
2
Bertazzoni 60 cm fully
integrated dishwasher
with sliding door

Photo on pages 32—33
1

Materials
Worktop in oak veneer or porcelain stoneware.
Frames, side panels and handles in lacquered steel.
Drawers in lacquered oak veneer.

Worktop

Frame

Natural oak

Anthracite blue

Drawers

3

3
Bertazzoni 60 cm
2 multi-zones
induction hob
4
Bertazzoni Professional
Series 60 cm pyrolytic
built-in electric oven
LCD display

Natural oak

Cement light grey

Dark green

Anthracite blue

Marble grey

Burgundy

Dark green
Burgundy

1

2

1

3

2

K192 / C

K192 / A

1
Bertazzoni 60 cm fully
integrated dishwasher
with sliding door

90 cm
35,4 in

2
Bertazzoni 60 cm fully
integrated dishwasher
with sliding door
3
Bertazzoni Professional
Series 60 cm
segmented 3-burner
stainless steel gas hob

192 cm / 75,5 in
1

2
Single bowl stainless
steel sink 40x40 cm in
satin nish and single
level stainless steel tap
in brushed nish

65 cm / 25,5 in
3

2

65 cm
25,5 in
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1
Single bowl stainless
steel sink 40x40 cm in
satin nish and single
level stainless steel tap
in brushed nish

Collection overview

K255

K255

The model pictured and described below
is one of the possible congurations.
Two more inspirations follow on the
opposite page. For all variants, options,
conguration limits and appliances refer
to the datasheets.

1

2

K255 / B
1
Single bowl stainless
steel sink 50x40 cm in
satin nish and single
level stainless steel tap
in brushed nish
2
Bertazzoni Professional
Series 90 cm
segmented 3-burner
gas/griddle stainless
steel hob

Photo on pages 42—43
1

Materials
Worktop in oak veneer or porcelain stoneware.
Frames, side panels and handles in lacquered steel.
Drawers in lacquered oak veneer.

Worktop

Natural oak

Frame

Anthracite blue

Drawers

2

Natural oak

Cement light grey

Dark green

Anthracite blue

Marble grey

Burgundy

Dark green
Burgundy

1

2

1

2

3

K255 / C

K255 / A

1
Bertazzoni 60 cm
2 multi-zones
induction hob

90 cm
35,4 in

2
Bertazzoni
Professional Series
60 cm pyrolytic
built-in electric oven
LCD display

255 cm / 100,3 in
1

65 cm

2
Bertazzoni Professional
Series 60 cm pyrolytic
built-in electric oven
LCD display

65 cm / 25,5 in
1

3

3
Single bowl stainless
steel sink 50x40 cm in
satin nish and single
level stainless steel tap
in brushed nish

25,5 in
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1
Bertazzoni
Professional Series
75 cm 5-burner wok
stainless steel gas
hob
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Collection overview

Collection overview

K255 w. dishwasher

K255 w. dishwasher

The model pictured and described below
is one of the possible congurations.
Two more inspirations follow on the
opposite page. For all variants, options,
conguration limits and appliances refer
to the datasheets.

1

2

3

4

K255 / B

Specular frames allow the unit to
be assembled with the dishwasher
on the right or left.

1
Single bowl stainless
steel sink 50x40 cm in
satin nish and single
level stainless steel tap
in brushed nish
2
Bertazzoni Professional
Series 60 cm fully
integrated dishwasher
with sliding door

Photo on pages 58—59
1

Materials
Worktop in oak veneer or porcelain stoneware.
Frames, side panels and handles in lacquered steel.
Drawers in lacquered oak veneer.

Worktop

3
Bertazzoni Professional
Series 75 cm 5-burner
wok stainless steel gas
hob

Frame

Natural oak

3

Anthracite blue

Drawers

4
Bertazzoni 60 cm
pyrolytic built-in
electric oven LCD
display

Natural oak

Cement light grey

Dark green

Anthracite blue

Marble grey

Burgundy

Dark green
Burgundy

1

2

1

3

2

3

K255 / C

K255 / A

1
Bertazzoni 78 cm
3 multi-zones
induction hob

90 cm
35,4 in

2
Bertazzoni 60 cm fully
integrated dishwasher
with sliding door

2
Bertazzoni 60 cm fully
integrated dishwasher
with sliding door
3
Bertazzoni 60 cm
2 multi-zones
induction hob

255 cm / 100,3 in
1

65 cm

3

65 cm / 25,5 in
1

3

3
Single bowl stainless
steel sink 50x40 cm in
satin nish and single
level stainless steel tap
in brushed nish

25,5 in
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1
Single bowl stainless
steel sink 50x40 cm in
satin nish and single
level stainless steel tap
in brushed nish

Collection overview

KC129

KC129

The model pictured and described below
is one of the possible congurations.
Two more inspirations follow on the
opposite page. For all variants, options,
conguration limits and appliances refer
to the datasheets.

KC129 / B

1

1
Bertazzoni Professional
Series 60 cm pyrolytic
built-in electric oven
LCD display

Photo on pages 68—69

Materials
Frames, side panels and handles in lacquered steel.
Drawers and cabinets in lacquered oak veneer.

Frame

Anthracite blue

Drawers

Natural oak

Dark green

/ cabinets

Anthracite blue

Burgundy

Dark green
Burgundy

KC129 / C

KC129 / A
1
Bertazzoni Professional
Series 60x45 cm
combi-microwave oven

3
Bertazzoni 60 cm
built-in bottom mount
fridge/freezer
refrigerator

1

208 cm
81,8 in

2

3

129 cm / 50,7 in

65 cm / 25,5 in
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2
Bertazzoni Professional
Series 60x15 cm
warming drawer

Premium materials, responsible craftsmanship,
short supply chain are focal elements of our production.
Wood parts are made from sustainable forestry.
The surface treatment we apply on steel is an
environmentally-friendly water-based lacquer that
helps to reduce the emission of chemicals during the
production cycle and to make healthier conditions
inside living spaces.
All components of the kitchens are manufactured
in Italy and sourced in an area close to our workshop.
In this way we strive to reduce movements and improve
quality, creating products with a long lifespan and
a lower footprint.
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Materials and Finishes

Frames, side panels and handles are made of steel
with a double layer of matte water-based lacquer.
Drawers, cabinets and front panels are made of
plywood with oak veneer surface with a matte
clear or coloured lacquer.
Drawers inner sides are in dark grey steel.

Materials and Finishes

Materials

Colours

Appliances by the italian manufacturer Bertazzoni
are mostly made of stainless steel and use energyefficient technologies. Sinks and taps are produced
by local manufacturers that accurately work highquality stainless steel to ensure hard-wearing and
durable products.

Anthracite blue, burgundy and dark green are our
standard colour options. The lacquered steel frame
can be combined with drawers and cabinets in clear
lacquered oak or in the matching colour version.
Other colours are available as made-to-order.

Worktops

Worktops are made of a 20 mm plywood panel with
oak veneer surface with a matte clear lacquer or
a 12 mm porcelain stoneware slab with light grey
cement or grey marble finish.
Oak veneer tops are finished with a water-proof
protecting treatment that guarantees the sealing
of the wood, preserving its natural grain.

Natural oak

Anthracite blue — Natural oak

Anthracite blue

Cement light grey

Burgundy — Natural oak

Burgundy

Marble grey

Dark green — Natural oak

Dark green

Other veneer, laminate or stoneware finishes
are available as made-to-order.
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Porcelain stoneware is a natural blend of ceramic
clays and mineral colourants with excellent technical
and aesthetic features, as high temperature
resistance, stain-proof and scratch-proof.
The light grey cement finish has a matte surface
that simulates colour and appearance of the common
cement. The marble grey finish features a veined
surface, velvety to the touch.
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Materials and Finishes

Zerogloss Srl
Strada del Pasubio 106/G
36100 — Vicenza — Italy
T +39 0444 962697
info@zerogloss.it
zerogloss.it
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pp. 6—7 Our workshop rooftop on a late summer evening
pp. 11 / 52—53 Wild gorge in the nearest mountains
pp. 24—25 A view of the Pre-Alps from the rear of the studio
pp. 34—35 Architectures inside an historical city garden
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